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In our studies of electricity and magnetism, the ubiquitous 

 !"#$%"$#&'
o
&%"(&)

o
, respectively called the “electric permittivity” 

and “magnetic permeability” of vacuum, set the scale for electric 

and magnetic phenomena.  The usage and meaning of these 

constants raises some curious questions.  For instance, why would 

#!*+!"+& ,!!#+&$!&(+-"+&$,+*&."&%&/%0&$,%$&#1!.2#&$,+&!$,+3/.#+&

beautiful symmetry between analogous formulas for electric and 

*%4"+$. &56%"$.$.+#7&&8!&.226#$3%$+9&/+&-"(&$,+&+"+340&(+"#.$0&

!:&$,+&+2+ $3. &-+2(&E $!&;+&<'
o
E2, but the energy density of a 

*%4"+$. &-+2(&B is ½B2=)
o
&."#$+%(&!:&<)

o
B2.  Furthermore, how do 

their values conspire to give the speed of light?  And given that the 

“sub-0” denotes the properties of vacuum, if the vacuum is nothing 

but empty space, how can any number other than zero characterize 

.$#&13!1+3$.+#7>?@&&A,0&.#&BC&6#6%220& !""+ $+(&/.$,&'
o
&%"(&)

o
?  

A,0&/%#&$,+&D%26+&!:&?=BC'
o
 historically measured to several 

#.4".- %"$&-463+#9&/,.2+&$,+&D%26+&!:&)
o
=BC&/%#&#%.(&$!&;+&+E% $7&&

   These constants seem to slip in through the back door.  In 

 2%##. %2&-+2(&$,+!30&/+&*++$&$,+&+2+ $3!#$%$. &-+2(&E(r) and the 

*%4"+$!#$%$. &-+2(&B(rFG&&8,+&+2+ $3. &-+2(&%$&r, due to a point 

source charge  ! located at  !9&.#&4.D+"&;0&H!62!*;I#&2%/9

E(r) = k
e
" !R/|R|3 ,  (1)

where the vector R  !r "" !&4!+#&:3!*&$,+&#!63 +&1!."$&$!&$,+&-+2(&

point (see Fig. 1a).  

   The values of k
e
 and k

m
&#+$&$,+&# %2+&:!3&$,+#+&-+2(#&%"(&$,+&:!3 +#&

they produce.  In SI units their values are

k
e
 = 8.988#109 Nm2/C2  (3) 

$!&:!63&#.4".- %"$&-463+#9&%"(

 k
m
 = 1#10-7 Ns2/C2   (4)

exactly.  As you might surmise, k
m
 was historically #$%&$#"and k

e
 

was measured.  

&&&A,+"&/+&(+3.D+&J%6##I#&2%/&:!3&E :3!*&H!62!*;I#&2%/&K$%L+&

the scalar product of Eq. (1) with ndA, a patch of area dA with 

outward-pointing unit vector n, and integrate over a closed 

#63:% +F9&/+&1. L&61&%&:% $!3&!:&BC&:3!*&%&#!2.(&%"42+&%"(&!;$%."&&

 
 
E ⋅ ndA = 4pk

e
q

enclosed!∫ ,  (5)

where the charge q
enclosed

  resides within the closed surface.  In 

(.::+3+"$.%2&:!3*9>M@&J%6##I&2%/&#%0#&

 $%E&N&BCk
e
 &,   (6)

where &&(+"!$+#&$,+& ,%34+&(+"#.$0G&&O"&(+3.D."4&P*1Q3+I#&2%/&:3!*&

$,+&R.!$ST%D%3$&2%/9&%"!$,+3&BC&%11+%3#&%"(&P*1Q3+I#&2%/&4.D+#

 
 
B ⋅ dr =!∫         ,                     (7)

where I
pierce

 denotes the current that pierces any surface bounded by 

$,+& 2!#+(& !"$!63G&&O"&(.::+3+"$.%2&:!3*&P*1Q3+I#&2%/&;+ !*+#>U@

$#B&N&BCk
m
 j,   (8) 

where j denotes the electric current density.  

&&&O$&.#& 6#$!*%30&$!&,.(+&$,+&6;.56.$!6#&BCI#&;0&(.D.(."4&$,+*&!6$&

!:&$,+&H!62!*;&%"(&R.!$ST%D%3$& !"#$%"$#9&$,+3+;0&."$3!(6 ."4&'
o
 

%"(&)
o
,

 

k
e
  &?=BC'

o
  and   k

m
  &)

o
=BC9& KVF

the so-called “rationalized” units of Oliver Heaviside.[4]  From 

Eqs. (3), (4), and (9) we obtain 

& '
o
 = 8.844#10-12 C2/Nm2  

and

&&& )
o
&N&BC#10-7 Ns2/C2.  (10)

With them the laws of Gauss and Ampère look less cluttered:

$%E = &=&'
o
   (11)
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Fig. 1.  Geometry of the laws of Coulomb (a) and Biot–Savart (b).

W%4"+$. &-+2(#&%3+&13!(6 +(&;0&+2+ $3. & 633+"$#G&&P&#$%$. &

*%4"+$. &-+2(&3+56.3+#&%&#$+%(0&X!/&!:& ,%34+#9&%&YH& 633+"$&'!. 

Let d !&(+"!$+&$,+&."-".$+#.*%2&(.#12% +*+"$&D+ $!3&!:&!"+&!:&$,!#+&

 ,%34+#&."#$%"$%"+!6#20&%$&%&-E+(&2! %$.!"&K$%"4+"$&$!& !"D+"$.!"%2&

 633+"$FG&&8,+&."-".$+#.*%2&1.+ +&!:&(.3+ $+(& 633+"$&'!dr! serves 

%#&%&1!."$&#!63 +&%"(& !"$3.;6$+#&$,+&." 3+*+"$&!:&*%4"+$. &-+2(&

dB(rF&%$&$,+&-+2(&1!."$&%  !3(."4&$!&$,+&R.!$ST%D%3$&2%/9

      dB(r) =   k
m
"'! dr!#R/R3.   (2)

This must be integrated around the entire circuit to yield the B -+2(&

at r.
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and

 

! $#B&N&)
o
 j.   (12) 

8,+3+&.#&"!$,."4&:6"(%*+"$%2&%;!6$& ,!!#."4&'
o
&%"(&)

o
 over k

e
 and 

k
m
 ; the choice is a matter of taste and convenience.  

&&&8,+& !"#$%"$&'
o
&.#& %22+(&$,+&Z+2+ $3. &1+3*.$$.D.$0[&%"(&)

o
 

the “magnetic permeability” of vacuum.  The permittivity and 

permeability of matter&$%L+&!"&D%26+#&$,%$&%3+&3+# %2."4#&!:&'
o
 

%"(&)
o
.  These names suggest that the permittivity measures in 

#!*+&#+"#+&$,+&$3%"#1%3+" 0&!:&%&*+(.6*&$!&%"&+2+ $3. &-+2(9&%"(&

1+3*+%;.2.$0&$,+&%;.2.$0&!:&$,+&*+(.6*&$!&#611!3$&%&*%4"+$. &-+2(G&&

8,+&3+# %2."4& !+:- .+"$#&$,%$&(.#$."46.#,&*%$$+3&:3!*&D% 66*&

have names such as susceptibilities, dielectric constants, and the 

index of refractionG&&\.3#$9&2+$&6#&#++&/,0&)
o
&/%#&!3.4."%220&(+-"+(&

%"(&'
o
 was originally measured.  

                     #$%"&'()%*"+,"-
o
"'./"0

o
 

O"&%"0&#0#$+*&!:&1,0#. %2&*+%#63+*+"$9&#!*+&6".$#&*6#$&;+&(+-"+(&

as standards.  For instance, to measure length one could choose a 

3+:+3+" +&;!(0&%"(&$,+"&+E13+##&%22&!$,+3&2+"4$,#&%#&*62$.12+#&!:&.$G&

An amusing instance occurred in 1958 when some MIT students 

measured the length of a bridge that spans the Charles River by 

using their classmate Oliver Smoot as the unit.  The length of the 

bridge was reported to be 364.4 smoots, plus or minus one ear.[5]  

Since the smoot as a unit of length is not reproducible in all places 

for all time, a less subjective standard is needed.  The SI system 

(Système International) that you met in General Physics originally 

(+-"+(&6".$#&:!3&2+"4$,&K*+$+39&*F9&*%##&KL.2!43%*9&L4F9&%"(&$.*+&

K#+ !"(9&#FG&&8,+&#+ !"(&.#&$!(%0&(+-"+(&."&$+3*#&!:&$,+&:3+56+" 0&

of a certain spectral line of cesium-133.  Before 1960 the meter was 

!3.4."%220&(+-"+(&;0&%&#1+ .- &%3 ,.D%2&;%3G&&R+$/++"&?V]^&%"(&

?V_U&$,+&*+$+3&/%#&(+-"+(&."&$+3*#&!:&%&/%D+2+"4$,&!:&%&#1+ $3%2&

line emitted by krypton-86 (more about 1983 later).  Mass was and 

#$.22&.#&K:!3&"!/F&(+-"+(&."&$+3*#&!:&%"&%3 ,.D+(&;!(09&$,+& %3+:6220&

preserved platinum-iridium standard kilogram, “Le Grande K” 

stored near Paris, France.[6]  All dimensioned observables in the SI 

or “mks” system reduce to some combination of meter, kilograms, 

%"(&#+ !"(#G&&\!3&+E%*12+9&$,+&6".$&!:&:!3 +&K$,+&`+/$!"9&`F&.#&

kg-m/s2.

   A close relative of the mks system is the “cgs” system, which 

uses centimeters (cm) for length (1 m = 100 cm), grams (g) for 

mass (1 kg = 1000 g), and the second for time.  Here the unit of 

force is the dyne (1 N = 105 dynes).  If you routinely work with 

small amounts of material, then cgs may be more convenient than 

mks.

&&&a2+ $3. & ,%34+&%"(& 633+"$& %"&;+&(+-"+(&."&$+3*#&!:&:!3 +G&&

Historically, there were two ways to do this:[7] (1) an electrostatic 

(+-".$.!"&!:& ,%34+9&/,+3+&/+& ,!!#+&%&D%26+&:!3&'
o
 and then 

*+%#63+&$,+&:!3 +&;+$/++"&$/!&#$%"(%3(.b+(& ,%34+& !"-463%$.!"#c&

!3&KMF&%&*%4"+$!#$%$. &(+-".$.!"&!:& 633+"$9&/,+3+&%&D%26+&:!3&)
o
 is 

chosen and the force measured between two standardized currents.  

Let us see how this works in both instances.

  Since a point charge  !"13!(6 +#&%&-+2(&E&4.D+"&;0&H!62!*;I#&

law, and another point charge q “feels” the force F = qE, the 

magnitude of the electrostatic force F between two identical point 

charges will be

F N&K?=BC'
o
) q2/R2   (13)

so that, by dimensional analysis, q ~ '(F'
o
) # (length).  The cgs 

system gives the electric charge unit the name “electrostatic unit” 

!3&+#6&!3&Z#$%$ !62!*;9[&%"(&(+-"+#&?=BC'
o
 = 1 dyne-cm2/esu2.  By 

(+-".$.!"9&!"+&+#6&!:& ,%34+&.#& %33.+(&;0&+% ,&!:&$/!&.(+"$. %2&

point charges so that when 1 cm apart, the electric force between 

them equals 1 dyne.  If you have done a Cavendish balance lab, 

then you have been through a version of this procedure.  With 

 ,%34+&(+-"+(9&+2+ $3. & 633+"$9&I = dq/dt,  %"&%2#!&;+&(+-"+(&."&

these units:  1 “statampere” = 1 esu/s.

   The SI system historically used the second alternative (the 

13! +(63+&(+# 3.;+(&;+2!/&1+3$%."#&$!&(+-".$.!"#&!:& ,%34+&%"(&

current before 1983).  For instance, at the distance r from an 

."-".$+20&2!"4&#$3%.4,$&/.3+9&$,+&R.!$ST%D%3$&!3&P*1Q3+&2%/#&4.D+#&

B = )
o
I=MCrG&&O:&%"!$,+3&.(+"$. %2&/.3+&1%3%22+2&$!&$,+&-3#$&%2#!&

carries current I, a segment of it having length l feels the force 

magnitude F = IlB, which we rearrange as 

 F/l = )
o
I2=MCr.     (14)

8,+&6".$&!:& 633+"$&$,%$&/+& %22&$,+&P*1Q3+&KPF&.#&(+-"+(&$!&;+&$,+&

current such that, with these wires 1 m apart, a force per length of 

2#10"7 N/m is produced.  The size of the “amp” is determined by 

$,+&D%26+& ,!#+"&:!3&)
o
.  In the SI system, we #$%&$")

o
&N&BC#10-7 

N/A2 G&&8,+&6".$&!:& ,%34+9&$,+&H!62!*;9&.#&(+-"+(&%#&?&H&N&?&Pd#G&

A,+"&?&P&!:& 633+"$&X!/#&;0&0!6&:!3&?&#9&$,+"&%&$!$%2& ,%34+&!:&?&

Coulomb (C) has passed by.  It takes a lot of elementary particles 

to make a Coulomb—the charge of one electron is 1.6#10-19 C.

&&&T!&:%3&/+&,%D+&D%26+#&:!3&)
o
&%"(&'

o
 but in different units.  But 

notice that

& )
o
'

o
 = 10-2 (1 esu/C)2 (1 cm/s)-2.   (15)

8!&-"(&$,+&+#6d$!dH!62!*;&3%$.!9&4!&;% L&$!&+.$,+3&+E1+3.*+"$&%"(&

put into it a known amount of charge or current measured from the 

!$,+3&#0#$+*I#&(+-".$.!"G&&\!3&+E%*12+9&."&$,+&$/!d ,%34+&#0#$+*&

6#+(&$!&(+-"+&$,+&+#69&3+12% +&$,+&?&+#6&/.$,&%&L"!/"&"6*;+3&X 

of Coulombs, keep the point charges 1 cm apart, and remeasure 

$,+&:!3 +&."&(0"+#G&&8%L."4&$,+&3%$.!&!:&:!3 +#9&$,+&?=BC'
o
 drops out, 

leaving

F
2
/F

1
 = (X C/1 esu)2.  (16)

By measuring X and the force ratio (rounding the measured 

MGVVeVMf^&&$!&U&."&$,.#&(.# 6##.!"F9&!"+&-"(#&$,%$&?&H&N&U#109 esu, 

%"(&a5G&K?fF&;+ !*+#&)
o
'

o
 = 1/(3#1010 cm/s)2.[8]  It will not escape 

notice that 

&)
o
'

o
 = 1/c2   (17)

where c denotes the pre-1983 measured&#1++(&!:&2.4,$&."&D% 66*g&&

   One might wonder if someone slyly worked backward from the 

measured value of c $!&+"4."++3&$,+&D%26+&!:&)
o

 that ensures Eq. 

K?eFG&&T611!#+&/+&$30&.$g&&O:&$,+&D%26+&!:&)
o
 had been chosen to 

have some other value, say rescaled by a factor S from the choice 

*+"$.!"+(&%;!D+9&#!&$,%$&!63&)
o 
gets replaced with 

)
o 
( S)

o, 
then the Ampère unit, and likewise the Coulomb, 

would have been rescaled by 1/'S.  That means there would be a 

compensating S on the right-hand side of Eq. (15), which would 

cancel the S ."&)
o 
( S)

o 
on the left side of that equation.  This 

seeming coincidence between electrostatic and electromagnetic 
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units and the speed of light suggests a deep insight: Light is 

+2+ $3!*%4"+$. g&&8,+&*+ ,%".#*&!:&$,%$&2."L%4+&/!62(&,%D+&$!&

%/%.$&$,+&3+#$&!:&W%E/+22I#&+56%$.!"#9&/.$,&$,+.3&13+(. $.!"&!:&

/%D+#&."&$,+&+2+ $3!*%4"+$. &-+2(&$,%$&13!1%4%$+&."&D% 66*&%$&$,+&

speed 1/'K&)
o
'

o
).  

&&&J+!34+&J%*!/&,%#&3+X+ $+(9&Z8,+&"6*+3. %2& !." .(+" +#&

between seemingly unconnected physical quantities, such as the 

ratio of electrostatic and electromagnetic units on the one side, and 

the velocity of light on the other, often led to fundamental new 

discoveries and broad generalizations in physics.”[9]  The light-

as-electrodynamics case is not unique, as Gamow reminds us.  For 

."#$%" +9&$,+&#++*."4& !." .(+" +&;+$/++"&$,+& !"#$%"$&$,%$&W%E&

h2%" L&6#+(&."&?V^^&$!&-$&$,+&#1+ $36*&!:&;2% L;!(0&3%(.%$.!"&%"(&

$,+& !"#$%"$&$,%$&a."#$+."&6#+(&."&?V^f&$!&-$&$,+&+"+340&#1+ $36*&!:&

electrons in the photoelectric effect triggered the development of 

quantum mechanics.  The equivalence of gravitational and inertial 

mass offers another instance where an apparent “coincidence” led, 

!"&(++1+3&."#1+ $.!"9&$!&13!:!6"(&."#.4,$&."$!&$,+&6".- %$.!"&!:&

gravitation and energy with space and time.   

&&&`!/&/+& %"&16$&'
o
&."$!&$,+&#%*+&6".$#&%#&)

o
, from Eq. (17) and 

6#."4&$,+&*+%#63+*+"$#&(+# 3.;+(&%;!D+G&&A+&-"(&K3+12% ."4&U&

with the present standard value 2.99792458)[10]

'
o
 = 8.854187817#10-12 C2/Nm2. (18)

These considerations describe how electric charge and current 

/+3+&(+-"+(&;+:!3+&?V_UG&&A.$,&$,+&(+D+2!1*+"$&!:&,.4,d#1++(&

+2+ $3!". #9&.$&;+ %*+&1!##.;2+&;0&?V_U&$!&3+(+-"+&$,+&*+$+3&."&

terms of the distance that light travels in a tiny fraction of a second.  

In particular, the speed of light is now #$%&$# to be 299,792,458 

*=#9&/,. ,&/%#&$,+&#%*+&%#&(+-"."4&$,+&*+$+3&$!&;+&$,+&(.#$%" +&

2.4,$&$3%D+2#&."&?=MVV9eVM9Bf_&#G>?^@&&A.$,&;!$,&)
o
 and the speed 

!:&2.4,$&(+-"+(9&:3!*&a5G&K?eF&/+& %"&#%0&$,%$9&#." +&?V_U9&'
o 
no 

2!"4+3&"++(#&$!&;+&*+%#63+(G&&i!/+D+39&O&-"(&.$&%#$!".#,."4&$,%$&

the insight “light is electromagnetic” came from static electric 

and magnetic measurements.  This was done by measuring two 

!:&$,+&$,3++&56%"$.$.+#&."&$,+&$3.!&)
o
,
 
'

o
, and c, which were then put 

$!4+$,+3&/.$,&$,+&(.# !D+30&!:&$,+&3+2%$.!"&)
o
'

o
 = 1/c2 .  That insight 

!  633+(&2!"4&;+:!3+&,.4,d#1++(&+2+ $3!". #&+E.#$+(G

&&&8,+&-".$+&D%26+&!:&$,+&#1++(&!:&2.4,$&#644+#$#&$,%$&$,+&D% 66*&

!:&+*1$0&#1% +&!::+3#&.*1+(%" +&$!&$,+&X!/&!:&+2+ $3!*%4"+$. &

+"+340G&&P#&$,+&"%*+#&!:&'
o
&%"(&)

o
 suggest, such impedance even 

for vacuum will be related to these constants.  The impedance Z 

that any medium presents to a current I sent through it is related to 

the voltage V&(3.D."4&$,%$& 633+"$&."&%&4+"+3%2.b%$.!"&!:&j,*I#&2%/k

Z = V/I.    (19)

R0&(+-".$.!"9&D!2$%4+&.#&$,+&2."+&."$+43%2&!:&EG&&R0&P*1Q3+I#&

2%/&K4+"+3%2.b+(&$!&." 26(+&W%E/+22I#&(.#12% +*+"$& 633+"$9&

#++&a5G&KMMF&;+2!/F9&$,+& 633+"$&.#&?=)
o
 times the line integral of 

$,+&*%4"+$. &-+2(G&&8,+&4+!*+$3. %2&:% $!3#&."&$,+&2."+&."$+43%2#&

cancel, giving us Z&N&)
o
 E/B.  Looking ahead to other parts 

of electrodynamics, we note that the amplitudes of harmonic 

radiation -+2(#&K2.4,$&/%D+#F&%3+&3+2%$+(&."&TO&6".$#&;0&E = cB, so 

$,%$9&:!3&#1% +&-22+(&/.$,&2.4,$&/%D+#&;6$&"!&*%$$+39&/+&-"(&$,%$&

vacuum offers to the propagation of light waves the impedance

Z = )
o
c = µ

0

 
0

!
 
377 ohms. (20)

Let us go beyond vacuum and look at the permittivity and 

permeability in matter.  These quantities depart from their vacuum 

D%26+#&;+ %6#+&+E$+3"%220&%112.+(&+2+ $3. &%"(&*%4"+$. &-+2(#&

impinging on matter can distort the molecules, producing or 

enhancing electric and magnetic dipole moments.  These dipoles 

$,+"&13!(6 +&+2+ $3. &%"(&*%4"+$. &-+2(#&!:&$,+.3&!/"9&/,. ,&

 !*;."+&/.$,&$,+&!3.4."%2&+E$+3"%2&-+2(G&&

&&&R+:!3+&4!."4&$,+3+9&2+$&6#&/3.$+&$,+&$.*+d(+1+"(+"$&W%E/+22&

equations that hold in vacuum or in matter (see Fig. 2).[4]  

j"+&.#&J%6##I#&2%/&:!3&E, Eq. (11), which says E&-+2(&#$3+%*2."+#&

(.D+34+&:3!*&K!3& !"D+34+&$!/%3(F&$,+.3&#!63 +& ,%34+#G&&J%6##I#&

law for B conveys a similar relationship, although physics has 

0+$&$!&-"(&+D.(+" +&:!3&.#!2%$+(&*%4"+$. &1!2+#l$,+&(+"#.$0&!:&

magnetic monopoles evidently vanishes:

 $%B = 0.    (21)

Streamlines of B do not diverge from or converge to a point, but 

can only close back on themselves.

&&&W!D."4& ,%34+#&%"(& ,%"4."4&+2+ $3. &-+2(#&13!(6 +&B -+2(#&

/.$,&/,.321!!2#&K%&Z 632[F9&(+# 3.;+(&;0&$,+&P*1Q3+SW%E/+22&2%/9&

generalizing Eq. (12) to

$#B&N&)
o
 ( j m&'

o
 )E/)t )  (22)

where t denotes time.

&&&A,+"&$,+&*%4"+$. &-+2(&.#&$.*+d(+1+"(+"$9&.$&4+"+3%$+#&%"&

+2+ $3. &-+2(&/.$,&/,.321!!2#9&%"(&\%3%(%0I#&2%/&#%0#

$#E = -)B/)t.   (23)

&&&O"&%22&$,+#+&+E13+##.!"#9&$,+& ,%34+&(+"#.$0&n&%"(&$,+& 633+"$&

density j are totals due to all charged particles in the system.  It is 

crucial in what follows to distinguish total charges and currents 

from the so-called “free charges” and “mobile currents.”  Free 

charges are those in excess of those that make up neutral matter.  

P&13!$!$01. %2&+E%*12+&/!62(&;+&$,+&+E +##&1!#.$.D+#&."&!"+&12%$+&

K%"(&$,+&#%*+&"6*;+3&!:&+E +##&"+4%$.D+#&!"&$,+&!$,+3&12%$+F&!:&%&

 ,%34+(& %1% .$!3G&&8,+0&#+$&61&%"&+2+ $3. &-+2(&;+$/++"&$,+&12%$+#9&

which points from the free positives to the free negatives.  When 

we insert our sample material between the plates, the molecules are 

Z,.$[&;0&$,.#&!3.4."%2&+2+ $3. &-+2(G&&

Fig. 2.  Cartoon illustrations of Maxwell’s equations: (A) Gauss’s 

law for E; (B) Gauss’s law for B; (C) the Ampere–Maxwell law; and 

(D) Faraday’s law.

Figure A Figure B

Figure C Figure D
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   Mobile currents are merely charged particles in motion, such 

as the loosely bound outer-shell electrons in the atoms of a good 

conductor.  To visualize a venue for mobile currents, imagine 

$,+& 633+"$&X!/."4&."&$,+&/.3+&!:&%&#!2+"!.(G&&A,+"&!63&#%*12+&

of matter is placed inside the solenoid, its atoms are hit with its 

!3.4."%2&*%4"+$. &-+2(G&&

&&&8,+#+&+E$+3"%220&%112.+(&+2+ $3. &%"(&*%4"+$. &-+2(#&*%0&."(6 +&

+2+ $3. &%"(&*%4"+$. &(.1!2+&*!*+"$#&%*!"4&$,+&*%$+3.%2I#&

*!2+ 62+#G&&H!"#.(+3&$,+&+2+ $3. & %#+G&&A,+"&$,+& %1% .$!3I#&+2+ $3. &

-+2(&.#&#/.$ ,+(&!"9&."&$,+&*%$+3.%2&;+$/++"&$,+&12%$+#&%&*!2+ 62+I#&

electrons are pulled away from the negative plate of the capacitor and 

toward the positive plate, while the positive charges are oppositely 

pulled.  The molecules are still electrically neutral, but they get 

“stretched” with the centers of positive and negative charge separated.  

The molecules have become little dipoles, and each one produces its 

!/"&+2+ $3. &-+2(G&&8,%$&-+2(I#&(.3+ $.!"&!11!#+#&$,+&!3.4."%2&!"+&$,%$&

was set up between the capacitor plates by the free charges.  

   An idealized electric dipole consists of equal and opposite 

charges, +q and "q, separated by some small distance.  Recall that 

a point charge q sets up an electric potential given by

 V(rF&N&K?=BC'
o
) q/R  (24)

where R   |r "" !1 denotes the distance from the source point to the 

-+2(&1!."$G&&8,+&1!$+"$.%2&!:&%&(.1!2+&/.22&;+&$,+&#61+31!#.$.!"&!:&

such terms for both charges.  Being a pair of charges, the electric 

potential produced by an electric dipole is (to lowest order in R),

V(rF&N&K?=BC'
o
) p%R/R3  (25)

where the electric dipole moment p&.#&(+-"+(&%#&p   qa, with a the 

displacement vector from "q to +q.

   Consider now a sample of matter that consists of polar 

molecules, and let P = P( !) denote the density of electric dipole 

moments.  The potential due to a distribution of such dipoles 

follows by superposition of Eq. (25) over the volume of the matter:

 V(rF&N&K?=BC'
o
) * (P%R)/R3 dx!dy!dz!

&& &&&&N&K?=BC'
o
) * P%$!(1/R) dx!dy!dz! (26)

where the gradient operator $!"takes derivatives with respect to 

the  !" !!3(."%$+#G&&R0&."$+43%$."4&;0&1%3$#&%"(&6#."4&J%6##I#&

divergence theorem on one of the terms,[2] we obtain one 

contribution to V from the surface of the material and another from 

the bulk volume:[11]

 V(rF&N&K?=BC'
o
) [ 

  
  (P n)/R dA  

            !  " (#   P)/R  dx dy dz  ].  (27)

By comparing these results to the generic superposition based on 

Eq. (24), in particular[12]   

 V(r)  !"#$%&'
o
) 

 ( !r )

R

"  dx dy dz , (28) 

we identify P n as a charge per unit area due to polarization on 

the surface of the material, and !# P(r) as the volume density 

of polarization charges (now dropping the prime because we are 

henceforth looking at the P!()*+!,-.)*/0!12-!345,16!-2!+,.-,167,.3!

.2789)!:2,1-.!/82;!()*+!:2,1-.<=

!!!>)-781,16!-2!?47..@.!*4A!/28!E, Eq. (11), we now see that the 

total charge density can be split into a contribution of free charges 

and another one from the electric dipoles:

# E! !"B
free

 ! # P<!$!'
o
.  (29)

This can be transposed to appear as 

# D  !!B
free

   (30)

where 

D $ '
o
E + P.   (31)

C3)1!12!;4--)8!)D,.-.!2-3)8!-341!-3)!/8))!93486).0!-3)1!P = 0; D 

and E 48)!-A2!14;).!/28!-3)!.4;)!()*+0!)D9):-!/28!-3)!/49-28!2/!'
o
.  

But with polarization “turned on,” D and E have different roles: D 

,.!-3)!)*)9-8,9!()*+!+7)!-2!/8))!93486).!41+!E -3)!-2-4*!)*)9-8,9!()*+=!!

E2*48,F4-,21!93486).!28,)1-!-3);.)*5).!.2!-3),8!()*+!:48-,4**G!9419)*.!

the D!()*+!2/!-3)!/8))!93486).H!-37.0!E is proportional to D ! P.

   Before we turn to magnetic dipoles, we should notice that the 

polarization charge density, when time dependent, forms an electric 

9788)1-!-34-!;7.-!I)!,19*7+)+!4;216!;461)-,9!()*+!.2789).=!!J!

surface layer of polarized material has charge per area P n which, 

if changing (imagine time-dependent molecular stretching), means 

4!9788)1-!-382763!-3)!*4G)8!)D,.-.0!6,5)1!IG

     I
pol

 = " (%P/%t) n dA  (32)

and thus 

 j
pol

 = %P/%t.   (33)

   Turning to magnetism, because the divergence of a curl 

,+)1-,94**G!541,.3).0!?47..@.!*4A!/28!B says that B may be written 

as the curl of a vector potential A.  For a generic current density j, 

A is given by [12]

 A(r)  !"K
o
$%&<!

j(  r )

R

!   dx dy dz . (34)

From this one can show that the A of a magnetic dipole of moment 

m is[13]  

A! !"K
o
$%&<!m&R/R3.  (35)

!!!L1!-3)!:8).)19)!2/!41!)D-)814*!;461)-,9!()*+!-3)!;2*)97*).!

in matter may acquire a magnetic dipole moment m or have an 

)D,.-,16!21)!)13419)+=!!M21.,+)8!4!9371N!2/!;4--)8!-34-!9488,).!

magnetic dipole moment per unit volume M.  By superposition, 

and with the same tricks (integration by parts) that we used in 

the electric dipole case, you can show that #&M forms a current 

density due to the magnetic dipoles.  

!!!O2A!-3)!J;:P8)QR4DA)**!*4A0!ST=!"UU<0!;4G!I)!A8,--)1!

with mobile currents distinguished from electric and magnetic 

:2*48,F4-,21!9788)1-.=!!SD:*,9,-*G0!A,-3!j
total

 = j
mobile

 + j
pol

 + j
mag 

, Eq. 

(22) becomes

' #&B! !K
o
( j

mobile
 + %P/%t + #&M!V!'

o
%E/%t).  (36)

Now use Eq. (31) and transpose the result to write Eq. (36) as

R



#&H = j
mobile

   (37)

where 

H $ B$K
o
 ! M.   (38)

O2-,9)!-34-!-3)!-2-4*!;461)-,9!()*+!B is proportional to H + M; the 

;461)-,.;!,1+79)+!,1!-3)!.4;:*)!-G:,94**G!)13419).!-3)!)D-)814**G!

4::*,)+!()*+=

!!!C)!345)!8)A8,--)1!-3)!R4DA)**!)T74-,21.!A,-3!.2789)!-)8;.!-2!

distinguish “free and mobile” sources from polarization sources.  

W3)!8);4,1,16!-A2!R4DA)**!)T74-,21.!345)!12!.2789)!-)8;.0!.2!

-3)G!941!8);4,1!)D:8)..)+!,1!-)8;.!2/!E and B.  When a charge 

q!(1+.!,-.)*/!,1!-3)!:8).)19)!2/!)*)9-8,9!41+!;461)-,9!()*+.0!-3)!

electromagnetic force on it is still q(E + v&B): the total!()*+.!)D)8-!

force on a test charge.  

Constitutive Relations

   Now we need constitutive relations that relate P and M to the 

2-3)8!()*+.=!!X28!41!,.2-82:,9!;)+,7;!A)!+)(1)!,-.!+,;)1.,21*)..!

Y)*)9-8,9!.7.9):-,I,*,-GZ![!49928+,16!-2

P =  '
o
[E.   (39)

L/![!,.!12-!,-.)*/!4!/719-,21!2/!E then the material is said to be linear 

"A3)1![!does depend on E, then we are in the regime of nonlinear 

optics). From Eq. (31) we obtain the constitutive relation between 

D and E,

D! !'
o
"#!V![<E $!'E.  (40)

W3)!/49-28!\!$!#V[!,.!94**)+!-3)!Y+,)*)9-8,9!921.-41-Z!41+ '
o
\!$!'!-3)!

“permittivity” of the material.  

!!!]2;)!;4-)8,4*.0!A3)1!3,-!A,-3!41!)*)9-8,9!()*+!E in, say, the 

x-direction, may show a polarization in, say, the y-direction.  To 

4**2A!/28!.793!94.).!A)!+)(1)!-3)!susceptibility tensor!"28!;4-8,D<0!

4!T741-,-G!A,-3!1,1)!92;:21)1-.!^![
K5

}, according to P
i
! !'

o
![

ij
 E

j
. 

The subscripts denote the various components, and repeated indices 

are summed over all three of them.  From here one can go on to 

+)(1)!+,)*)9-8,9!41+!:)8;,--,5,-G!-)1.28.=!

!!!L1!4!.,;,*48!A4G!-3)!;461)-,9!.7.9):-,I,*,-G!_!,.!+)(1)+!/28!41!

isotropic medium as M  !_H, which, by Eq. (38), also gives the 

constitutive relation between B and H,

B! !!K
o
"#!V!_<H $!KH  (41)

A3)8)!K!$!!K
o
!"#V_<!+)12-).!-3)!Y:)8;)4I,*,-GZ!!2/!-3)!;)+,7;=!

Generalizing to tensor relations for nonisotropic materials is 

straightforward.

   The speed of light v in a medium is related to its permittivity 

41+!:)8;)4I,*,-G!49928+,16!-2!K'! !#$v2=!!W3)!,1+)D!2/!8)/849-,21!

n of a piece of material is determined by the polarizability of its 

molecules, according to[14] 

 n = c/v = `K'$K
o
'

o
 ]½! !`"#V_<!"#V[<a½. (42)

Such macro/micro connections generalize, of course.  The electric 

41+!;461)-,9!.7.9):-,I,*,-,).0!41+!2-3)8!.793!92)/(9,)1-.0!941!

be predicted by using statistical mechanics applied to models of 

the molecules that make up the material.  These constants offer a 

window from the macroscopic world of voltmeters and ammeters 

into the microscopic world of atoms and molecules.

!!!X,14**G0!G27!;,63-!A21+)8!A3G!-3)!+)(1,-,21.!:7-!k
m
!b!K

o
 but k

e
!b!#$'

o
 

instead of the more symmetrical k
e
!b!'

o
.  I suppose this is due to the lack 

2/!.G;;)-8G!,1!-3)!+)(1,-,21.!2/!94:49,-419)!41+!,1+79-419)=!!L1!-)8;.!

of self-inductance L and capacitance C, the voltage across an inductor 

is Ld2q/dt2 but is q/C for the capacitor.  Notice the inverse relation 

between voltage and charge (or its derivative) in comparing C to L. 

W34-!,15)8.,21!)D:*4,1.0!L!-3,1N0!A3G!-3)!:)8;,--,5,-G!41+!:)8;)4I,*,-G!

48)!+)(1)+!49928+,16!k
m
!b!K

o
 but k

e
!b!#$'

o
.  This way, whenever you 

+)8,5)!4!/28;7*4!/28!41!2Ic)9-@.!94:49,-419)!G27!6)-!C ~ '
o
& (length), 

and for inductance you get L b!K
o
&(length<=!!W3)!]L!71,-.!2/!'

o
 may be 

A8,--)1!4.!X484+$;)-)8!"X$;<!41+!/28!K
o
 they are Henry/meter (H/m).  

“Farads” and “Henrys” are the SI names for the units of capacitance (1 

F = 1volt/Coulomb) and inductance (1 H = 1 volt/(C/s2)).  

!!!X82;!54977;!-2!.7:)8921+79-28.0!/82;!A4-)8!-2!,8210!4!I2+G@.!

:)8;,--,5,-G!41+!,-.!:)8;)4I,*,-G!-)**!7.!92;:*)D!.-28,).!4I27-!-3)!

;)+,7;@.!,1-)849-,21.!A,-3!)*)9-8,9!41+!;461)-,9!()*+.=
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